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By Kerry Ann Rockquemore 

\ 

Women are increasingly ascending to top posts at 

aerospace firms 

 

 

 

W.J. Hennigan, Los 
Angeles Times  

November 20, 2012 
 
At a time when federal 
budget cuts are reshaping 
the nation's aerospace 
industry, a far different 
makeover is underway in 
the executive suites of 
some of the country's 
biggest defense contractors. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., the 

November 7, 2012 
Inside Higher Education 
One of the most pervasive 
problems I see among 
academic writers is 
perfectionism. It's so 
ubiquitous and manifests in so 
many ugly ways that I’ve 
decided to dedicate a five-part 
series to overcoming 
academic perfectionism. And 
yes, there's a unique flavor to 
academic perfectionism and it 
is exacerbated by the culture 

of colleges and universities 
(particularly for tenure-track 
faculty members). As a 
recovering perfectionist, my 
heart goes out to people who 
are in a state of self-inflicted 
misery. Because I’ve been able 
to help many people to the 
other side on an individual 
basis, I thought I would share 
the process with you. If you’re 
game, we’ll walk through the 
following steps over the next 
five weeks: 1) Recognize what 
academic perfectionism looks 
like and understand what it’s 
costing you; 2) Start breaking 
the cycle of perfectionism on a 
daily basis; 3) Experiment with 
strategies for overcoming 
perfectionism in your writing; 4) 
Experiment with strategies for 
overcoming perfectionism in 
your teaching and service; and 
5) learn the high art of 
intentionally varying your 
standards across your work 
and life.  

Read the full article.   
 

 

 

 

 

world's largest defense firm, 
announced this month that 
electronics whiz Marillyn A. 
Hewson would become 
chief executive — the first 
woman to take on that role 
at the company. The move 
came abruptly after the 
Bethesda, Md., company's 
incoming chief executive, 
Christopher E. Kubasik, was 
forced out after an ethics 
investigation confirmed he 
had a "close personal 
relationship" with a  

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

The Gender/Resource Gap 

By Scott Jaschik  
From Inside Higher Ed 
December 13, 2012 
 
Even as women have 
narrowed or closed gaps in 
earning Ph.D.s in many 
science disciplines, their 
numbers have remained 
relatively small at the senior 
faculty ranks. [A range of 
explanations for these 
lingering gaps have been 
offered.] Some see 
continued sexism as the 
culprit. Others say that 
women may be opting out of 
the demands of winning 

tenure in the sciences -- and still 
others say that women publish 
less than do men. A study 
published Wednesday in PLOS 
ONE confirms that women in a 
series of scientific disciplines 
publish less, on average, than 
do men. But the study went 
further, and looked for trends 
within the disciplines -- and the 
authors argue that their findings 
suggest that women may be 
publishing less than men 
because departments are not 
providing them with the same 
resources. The authors 
examined the faculty rosters at 
top American research 
universities in a range of 

science disciplines, and 
found that the publishing gap 
varied from discipline to 
discipline. Then the authors 
looked at the extent to which 
researchers in some 
disciplines require more 
support from their 
departments in terms of 
equipment, lab space, 
graduate student assistants 
and other forms of assistance 
that cost money. Science 
fields are not all alike in this 
respect -- and scientists in 
some disciplines can 
advance their research with 
minimal levels of support, 
while those in other fields 
need quite a bit of help. 
Read the full article.   

 

 

Reserve your 
place now in 
Kerry Ann 
Rockquemore’s 
spring 
ADVANCE-Ne 
workshops!  

 

May 7th 

More women than men 
are earning degrees in 
biology, contradicting 
those people who used 
to claim that girls simply 
weren't interested in 
science, or that the 

mathematics required for 
a biology degree was, in 
the immortal words of 
Barbie, too "tough." 

In 2009, women 

 

 

 

 

Charlotte Frost and Jesse 
Stommel 

Inside Higher Education 

It’s easy to think of writing 
as a task, a verb in its 
present participle form, 
something our brain nags 
at us to do. Better, though, 
to think of it as a culture, 
something woven into the 
fabric of who we are as 
thinkers and scholars. But 
how does that happen? 
How do we make writing a 
happy habit?  

 

In this post we’d like to suggest 
a number of ways that writing 
online and with others can 
nurture and sustain an 
academic writing practice. Go 
Public! Talk openly about your 
work, where you’re doing it, who 
you’re working with, and what 
your goals are. Tell the 
important people in your life 
about your projects. AcWriMo, 
DigiWriMo, and other projects 
like THATCamp and HASTAC, 
promote public scholarship by 
engaging participants  

 

in a conversation about the 
ways that technology and 
social media are redrawing 
the boundaries between our 
professional and personal 
work. All these projects seek 
to make academia more 
open – whether it be 
providing free access to 
academic work, 

Read the full article.   
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Kerry Ann 
Rockquemore will be at 
UNL on May 7

th 
for two 

workshops 

 

Pink Science, '50s-Style  
From Slate 

Nov. 13, 2012 

By Rebecca Onion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Getting Back Your Mojo 

 

 

Kerry Ann Rockquemore 

Inside Higher Education 

November 28, 2012 

EUGENE, Ore. -- President Obama appointed a University of Oregon chemistry professor 
to an administration post in the National Science Foundation on Friday. 

White House officials said that the president named eight people to various administration 
posts, including UO Professor Geraldine Richmond. Dr. Richmond will be stepping in as a 
member on the national science board with the National Science Foundation. 
Richmond started teaching at UO in 1985 as an associate professor of chemistry. Since 
that time she has  Richard M. and Patricia H. Noyes Professor for the Department of 
Chemistry and Materials Science at the University of Oregon.  Read the full report.   

 

 

Here’s a fun game: trawl Amazon looking for 
offensively girly science kits designed for young 
ladies. Marvel at Scientific Explorer Spa Science, 
Wild Science Perfect Perfume Laboratory, or 
Scientific Explorer Heavenly Hair. Even the 
science kit appears to have fallen prey to the 
merciless tyranny of princess culture. At first 
glance, this pink microscope set, which was 
marketed by New Haven-based toymaker A.C. 
Gilbert Company in 1958, might seem to be a 
grandmother to these contemporary kits. The 
set, which is preserved in the Chemical Heritage 
Foundation’s collection of chemistry sets, is a 
product of post-WWII anxiety over the nation’s 
lack of what was called “scientific manpower.”  

Read the full article.   

 

Geri 
presented 
here last 
January! 

By Michael Price 
From Science Careers 
December 07, 2012 
 
… Science Careers spoke to 
industrial and organizational 
psychologists who study 
motivation in the workplace 
and asked them how 
scientists can identify the 
underlying causes of a 
motivation crisis and then 
take effective corrective 
action…."Motivation waxes 
and wanes over time," says 
Ruth Kanfer, a professor of 
psychology at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology in 
Atlanta. This has happened 
to me at times. It happens to 
every scientist."  

The enthusiasm of young 
academic scientists 
frequently cools as they 
tussle with the demands of 
teaching and the 
bureaucratic burdens that 
the job entails, she says. 
When experiments aren't 
running as quickly as you'd 
like, and data is forever 
awaiting analysis while you 
grade papers and write 
grant proposals, it can feel 
like your project is stuck in 
sludge. Scientists can 
counteract these feelings 
by taking stock of their real 
progress, routinely and 
objectively. "If you're just 
looking at the end of a 
project, you can get 
discouraged because it 
seems like you have a long 

 

way to go," Kanfer says. "But it 
can be helpful to look at what 
you've accomplished so far." If 
it's early in the process and 
you haven't accomplished very 
much yet—and you find 
yourself already losing 
steam—focus less on the 
project's endpoint and "set 
proximal goals, break [the 
project] into manageable 
pieces," she says. Meeting 
those smaller targets should 
help you keep going.…It's 
tempting to bask in each one 
of those small 
accomplishments, but 
Gabriele Oettingen, a 
professor of social psychology 
at New York University in New 
York City, says that you 
shouldn't let those thoughts 
linger. 

Read the full article.   

 

 From the WIA Report: 

Study Examines Women’s Participation at Scientific Conferences 

 

“A new study by researchers at the University of Chicago finds that women are just as likely as 
men to be willing to negotiate for higher salaries when presented with the opportunity. But the 
study found that when there is no explicit salary reference in a particular job description, 
women are less likely than men to attempt to negotiate for a higher salary.” 

Read more.   

December 6, 2012 

Most Professors Say They've Considered Quitting 
Over Work-Life Conflicts 

By Audrey Williams June 

Work-life conflicts have caused roughly three out of 
every four assistant professors to think about leaving 

N.J.'s medical university 
settled a bias lawsuit by 
women professors  

Click here to read the full story!  

 

“There was a pattern and practice of 
intentional gender-based discrimination, 
some of which, Mullin said, dated back as far 
as 1976, in violation of the New Jersey Equal 
Pay Act.” 

http://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2012/11/07/start-series-essays-about-dealing-academic-perfectionism
http://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2012/11/07/start-series-essays-about-dealing-academic-perfectionism
http://www.latimes.com/topic/us/maryland/montgomery-county-%28maryland%29/bethesda-%28montgomery-maryland%29-PLGEO10010061401653.topic
http://www.insidehighered.com/users/scott-jaschik
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0051332
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0051332
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2012/12/13/study-suggests-resource-inequities-may-impact-publishing-records-women-science
http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2012/12/13/study-suggests-resource-inequities-may-impact-publishing-records-women-science
http://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2012/11/09/how-write-better-and-more-online-essay
http://www.insidehighered.com/users/kerry-ann-rockquemore
http://www.kval.com/news/local/Obama-appoints-UO-professor-to-a-national-post-179741631.html
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0006OHMU6/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B0006OHMU6&linkCode=as2&tag=slatmaga-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0000VAXS8/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B0000VAXS8&linkCode=as2&tag=slatmaga-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0039N9SB2/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B0039N9SB2&linkCode=as2&tag=slatmaga-20
http://peggyorenstein.com/blog/tag/princess-culture
http://www.chemheritage.org/discover/online-resources/topics/special-topics/chemistry-sets.aspx?page=0&view=Collections
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_vault/2012/11/13/pink_science_a_travesty_with_a_history.html?utm_source=tw&utm_medium=sm&utm_campaign=button_chunky
http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org/career_magazine/previous_issues/articles/2012_12_07/caredit.a1200133
http://www.wiareport.com/2012/12/study-examines-womens-participation-at-scientific-conferences/
http://www.wiareport.com/2012/11/university-of-chicago-study-examines-womens-willingness-to-enter-salary-negotiations/
http://www.northjersey.com/news/education/college/NJs_medical_university_settles_bias_lawsuit_by_women_professors.html?page=all
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From the delightful 
Dear Professor 
Einstein: Albert 
Einstein’s Letters to 
and from Children 
comes the following 
exchange between 
Einstein and a bright, 
witty South African 
girl named Tyfanny, 
who reminded 
Einstein of his own 
granddaughter and 
with whom he 
exchanged several 
letters despite being 
at the height of his 
career and cultural 
prominence. 

In a letter dated 
September 19, 1946, 
Tyfanny writes: 

I forgot to tell you, in 
my last letter, that I 
was a girl. I mean I 
am a girl. I have 
always regretted this 
a great deal, but by 
now I have become 
more or less resigned 
to the fact. Anyway, I 
hate dresses and 
dances and all the 
kind of rot girls 
usually like. I much 
prefer horses and 
riding. Long ago, 
before I wanted to 
become a scientist, I 
wanted to be a jockey 
and ride horses in 
races. But that was 
ages ago, now. I hope 
you will not think any 
the less of me for 
being a girl! 

Sometime between 
September and 
October 1946 — a 
snappy response 
time by the day’s 
standards — Einstein 
replies: 

I do not mind that 
you are a girl, but the 
main thing is that you 
yourself do not mind. 
There is no reason 
for it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Have an article or 
news item of 
interest about 
women in STEM 
Fields you’d like 
to share?  Send 
your article to 
advance2@unl.ed
u.   

 

  News from   

Northeastern University invites nominations and 
applications from candidates in the STEM (science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics) fields for 
the  

Northeastern University STEM Future Faculty 
Fellowship Program.  

Please pass this link along to graduate students! 

 

COA
Ch 
want
s to 
hear 
your 
voice
! 
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Research-
Based 

Practices 
for 

Evaluating 
and 

Retaining 
New STEM 
Faculty: A 
Workshop 
with Helen 

Moore 
 

In this workshop, 
Helen Moore presents 
research-based 
opportunities for us 
to identify, debate and 
work to resolve subtle 
organizational 
practices that 
reinforce implicit 
biases in the 
sciences.   We’ll 
discuss how 
evaluation processes 
within academic 
organizations 
reproduce biases, 
consider whether 
STEM pedagogy is 
biased to such an 
extent that 
evaluations by 
students and peers 
are skewed and might 
need modification to 
best assess merit, and 
learn how implicit 
biases in science and 
its sub-fields 
influence our letters 
of reference and 

Which ADVANCE Spring Workshop 
with Kerry Ann Rockquemore is  

Right for You? 

9:00am – 12:00pm  Writing Your 
Next Chapter: 
Mid-Career 
Faculty (City 
Union 
Regency 
Suite) 

 

1:30pm – 4:30pm  Getting What 
You Need: 
Junior Faculty  

 

 

Gender Differences in Teaching 
Practices in Higher Education 
 From the WIA Report 

A new report from the Higher Education Research Institute 
(HERI) at the University of California at Los Angeles finds 
gender differences in teaching methods and practices by 
faculty at American colleges and universities. The institute 
surveyed nearly 24,000 faculty members at 417 institutions of 
higher learning across the United States. 

The results showed that male faculty were more apt than 
women faculty to rely on extensive lecturing. Women 
professors were more likely to have their students participate 
in group projects and cooperative learning exercises. In 
nonscientific courses, almost all men and women faculty used 
classroom discussions of course materials. But in STEM 
fields, women faculty were far more likely than men to include 
classroom discussions. In both STEM fields and non-scientific 
disciplines, male faculty were more likely than their female 
counterparts to grade on a curve. 

 

Read the full report here.   

 

 

Pregnant women take 2 months 

sick leave on average, 

Norwegian study suggests. 

 

“The study suggested that the amount 
of sick leave taken by pregnant women 
could be reduced by employers offering 
flexible work adjustments. On average, 
women offered flexible work options 
took seven days less sick leave than 
those who were not offered the same 
options.” 

 

Read more here.  

 

 

 

 Special Report: The Female Factor       
From 

Philippines Leads Pack in 

Promoting Female 

Academics 

 
Jes Aznar for the International Herald Tribune 

Emerlinda Roman, right, former head of the University of the 
Philippines, with Maria Corazon De Ungria, left, head of the DNA 
analysis laboratory at the  

By LIZ GOOCH Published: November 25, 

2012 

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia — When 

Emerlinda Roman finished her term last year 

as president of the University of the 

Philippines, she had no shortage of female 

company occupying the top offices at other 

universities. f more than 2,100 higher 

education institutions in the Philippines, 39 

percent, or 850 institutions, were led by 

women in 2011, she said, citing figures from 

the Commission on Higher Education.  

 

Scholarly Study Examines Gender 

Differences in Language Use on Twitter 

A paper presented at the annual 
conference of New Ways of Analyzing 
Variation at Indiana University found 

significant gender differences in the use 
on language on Twitter. The researchers 
examined more than 9 million tweets in 

the English language. 

Read the full article. 

 

GoldieBlox, Inc. is a toy company founded in 2012 by Debbie 
Sterling, a female engineer from Stanford University. [Their] mission 
is to create really fun toys that develop spatial skills and teach basic 
engineering principles. By designing construction toys from the 
female perspective, we aim to appeal to a broader audience of 
children and parents who previously considered engineering a “boys 
club.” By challenging this stereotype, we hope to inspire more girls 

 

 

Save the date for lunch and a 
workshop with Helen Moore! 

 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013,  

11:30-1:30  

Jackie Gaughan Multicultural Center 
Unity Room 212 

 

RSVP Now to advance2@unl.edu 
 

Coming M

ay 
7th! 

 

Kerry Ann 
Rockquemore 

RSVP Now and help ADVANCE-Ne  

GET THE WORD OUT in your department! 

 

May 7, 2013  

ADVANCE-Ne Workshops with Kerry Ann Rockquemore 

9:00– 12:00pm  Writing Your Next Chapter: Midcareer Faculty  

(City Union Regency Suite) 

 

1:30-4:30pm  Getting What You Need: Junior Faculty  

(East Campus Arbor Suite) 

Save your place! RSVP Now to advance2@unl.edu 

 
 

Fundin
g 

Opport
unities 

AND 
OTHER 
ANNOU
NCEME

NTS 
 

 

The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation is pleased to announce awards for three 
programs and the 2013 Dreyfus Prize topic. Please follow the links below for 
additional information: 

 

2012 Postdoctoral Program in Environmental Chemistry 

http://dreyfus.org/announcements/CURR.EP.PDF 

 

2012 Special Grant Program in the Chemical Sciences 

http://dreyfus.org/announcements/CURR-SpecialGrant.pdf 

 

2012 Senior Scientist Mentor Program 

http://dreyfus.org/announcements/CURR-SeniorScientist.pdf 

 

 

 

The Smithsonian Institution 
encourages access to its 
collections, staff specialties, and 
reference resources by visiting 
scholars, scientists, and students. 
The Institution offers in-
residence appointments for 
research and study using its 
facilities, and the advice and guid

ance of its staff members in fields 
that are actively pursued by the 
museums and research 
organizations of the Institution.  
At present these fields include:  
Animal behavior, ecology, and 
environmental science, includ

ing an emphasis on the tropics  
Anthropology, including 
archaeology  
Astrophysics and astronomy  
Earth sciences and paleobiology  
Evolutionary and systematic 
biology  
History of science and technology  
History of art, especially 
American, contemporary, 
African, and Asian art, twentieth-
century  
American crafts, and decorative 
arts  
Materials Sciences  
Social and cultural history of the 
United States  
Folklife 
Proposals should fall under at 
least one of the Smithsonian 

 
 

 

Jefferson Science Fellowship 
 

The National Academies is pleased to announce a call for 
nominations and applications for the 2013 Jefferson Science 

Fellows program.  Initiated by the Secretary of State in 2003, this 
fellowship program engages the American academic science, 

technology, engineering and medical communities in the design 
and implementation of U.S. foreign policy.   

 
Jefferson Science Fellows (JSF) spend one year at the U.S. 

Department of State or the U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID) for an on-site assignment in Washington, 

D.C. that may also involve extended stays at U.S. foreign 
embassies and/or missions. 

 
The fellowship is open to tenured, or similarly ranked, academic 

scientists, engineers and physicians from U.S. institutions of 
higher learning. Nominees/applicants must hold U.S. citizenship 

and will be required to obtain a security clearance. 
 

The deadline for 2013-2014 program year 
applications/nominations is January 14, 2013. To learn more 
about the Jefferson Science Fellowship and to apply, visit the 

JSF web at: 

www.nas.edu/jsf 
  

 

Time Off for Dad 
 

Science Careers 

By Susan Gaidos 

November 30, 2012 

 

While seeking a postdoctoral position 
at what is now the Carnegie Institution 
for Science in 2005, Daniel Gorelick did 
what many job-seekers are afraid to do: 
He asked his potential future employer 
about the availability of parental leave. 
The institution wasn't deterred, 
however, and he got the position. He 
took time off when his daughter 
Hannah was born a year and a half 
later. He used the be

nefit again 3 years after that, taking 6 
weeks off to care for Simon, his 
newborn son. 

  

 

  

Most Professors Say They've 
Considered Quitting over 

Work-Life Conflicts 

 
By Audrey Williams June 

December 6, 2012 

From The Chronicle of Higher Education 

 

Work-life conflicts ha

ve caused roughly three out of every four 
assistant professors to think about leaving 
their institution, according to the results of a 
new survey. 

 

For some assistant professors, leaving their 
institution isn't enough to solve their work-
life problems. Almost 45 percent of those 
surveyed said they could see themselves 
leaving academe altogether. Meanwhile, 65 
percent of full professors surveyed said that 

Photo 

 

 

 

Photo Credit: Jennifer Meyers/Herald Journal 

From: Utah State Today - University News 

“…Utah State University professor Ronda Callister, who teaches in the Jon M. Huntsman School of 
Business, spoke at the first ever TEDx event held on the USU campus. Professor Callister, Ph.D., used 
her requisite ‘18 minutes of innovative ideas’ to describe the powerful, world-changing effects that 
could result from enabling women to become full contributors to human wellbeing and progress.   
  

The ‘x’ in TEDxUSU indicates that the event was independently organized, not directed by the well-
known 28-year-old TED nonprofit organization devoted to ‘Ideas Worth Spreading.’ Still, the local event 
required presenters to go through a very competitive process to be selected to speak. Callister, whose 
work focuses on gender, conflict and anger in organizations, was one of only eight presenters. Her 
presentation may be viewed at the website [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikMrgjbT5Tw]. 
  

Callister pointed out that society constructs barriers to the contributions of women. Those barriers can 
include: 
  

‘Implicit bias’—attitudes often held by both men and women, in this case favoring men. For example, 
Callister cited research showing that upon reviewing resumes listing the exact same qualifications, both 
men and women will judge the resumes with men’s names on them to reflect ‘better qualified’ 
candidates. 
  

Hostile work environments. For example, research shows that women in university positions who 
encounter hostile environments leave at twice the rate of men, saying, in effect, ‘I felt isolated in the 
department.’’ 
  

“Ideal worker assumptions.” For example, in research many employers affirm that the ideal worker “has 
a wife at home to take care of everything else, so the man can devote his life to work,” she said. 
  

Perhaps Callister’s most significant research project to date was a six-year, $3 million National Science 
Foundation grant “to improve the recruitment and advancement of women faculty in the sciences and 

Have an article or news item of interest 
about women in STEM Fields you’d like 
to share? We’d love to hear about it! 
Send your article to advance2@unl.edu 

 

Thank you to Julia McQuillan and Nancy 
Myers for suggesting articles for this 
week’s edition! 

"Reducing Barriers to Women's Contributions" Talk Featured at TEDxUSU 
Event 

Learn MORE about 
implicit bias  

@ 

 Project Implicit 
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